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1. INTRODUCTION
The finite-dimensional representation theory of quantized enveloping
algebras is quite analogous to the corresponding theory of classical Lie
algebras at least when q is generic, i.e., q is not a root of units. But as
regards infinite-dimensional representations of quantized enveloping alge-
bras, not much has been studied until now.
In this paper we study a class of infinite-dimensional representations of
 .the quantum analogue of the symmetric pair A , A : the class ofn ny1
generalized Verma modules. Our main result is Theorem 6.3 in which we
characterize irreducible unitary generalized Verma modules of the quan-
 .  .tum analogue of the hermitian symmetric pair g , k with g s su n, 1
  .  ..and k s s u n [ u 1 in terms of their highest weights.
w xIn BK the classification of irreducible unitary representations of the
 .quantum analogue of the Lie algebra su 1, 1 is given. These representa-
tions are the ones that in the classical case lead to representations of the
 .universal covering group of the Lie group SU 1, 1 . The representations we
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1yconsider in this paper coincide, for n s 1, with the series T for a - ina 2
w  .xthe classification of BK, Sect. 6 c , that is, the discrete series with highest
weight. Moreover, if we only consider the quantum analogue of represen-
 . tations of the group SU 1, 1 i.e., integer values of the parameter z
 ..defined in 5.3 , we find the discrete series with highest weight in the
w xclassification of KG, MM2, KV of irreducible unitary representations of
 .the quantum analogue of the classical Lie group SU 1, 1 .
Before describing in more detail the contents of this paper, we recall
some basic results of the classical generalized Verma module theory.
Let G be a simply connected simple Lie group with maximal compact
subgroup K and Lie algebra g. A generalized Verma module is the
Harish]Chandra module of a unitary highest weight module of G; so it is
a quotient of a Verma module of g .C
The problem of the classification of unitary highest weight modules in
the classical case was studied by many authors starting with
Harish]Chandra who proved that G admits nontrivial unitary highest
 .weight modules if and only if G, K is a hermitian symmetric pair. We will
refer mainly to the work of Enright, Howe, and Wallach on this subject
 w x.see EHW, W1, W2 .
 .  .Now let G, K be the hermitian symmetric pair with G s SU n, 1 and
  .  ..K s S U n = U 1 . We denote by g and k the Lie algebras of G and0 0
K. Let h ; k be a compact Cartan subalgebra of g and g , k , and h the0 0 0
complexification of g , k , and h .0 0 0
If l g h* is dominant integral with respect to a set of positive compact
 .roots, it is possible to define the generalized Verma module N l as the
g-module induced by the finite-dimensional representation of k of highest
w x  .weight l EHW . We denote by L l its unique irreducible quotient.
Because of our assumptions we can write l s l q zl with z g C, l0 1 1
 .  .orthogonal to the compact roots, l , b s 1 and l , b s 0, where b is1 0
the unique maximal noncompact root of G. A necessary condition for
 .L l to be unitary is that z g R.
If we define the first reduction point a as the smallest real number z
 . w xsuch that N l q zl is reducible, it is proved in EHW that:0 1
 .  .i N l is unitary and irreducible if and only if z - a;
 .  .ii L l is unitary for z s a;
 .iii a s 0.
As we said before generalized Verma modules are quotients of Verma
modules. Since the Verma module theory in the quantum case is quite
analogous to the classical one, we can extend the definition of the
 .generalized Verma module N l to the quantum analogue of the hermi-
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 .tian symmetric pair g , k . We classify the unitary generalized Verma
modules and we obtain results analogous to the ones known in the
classical context.
 .  .  . In particular, we prove i , ii , and iii for z g R and q ) 1 Theo-
. zrem 6.3 . Then we extend these results to all z g C such that q g R
 .  .Remark 6.4 ; observing that this one is a necessary condition for N l to
be unitary, we classify all unitary highest weight modules of the quantum
analogue of g.
The proof of Theorem 6.3 follows the classical one, except for the fact
 .that, as the module N l in the quantum case is not the infinitesimal
version of the holomorphic discrete series, we have to prove unitarity of
 .N l for z < 0 directly studying the sign of the contravariant form defined
 .in 5.2 . This computation is quite long and complicated essentially be-
cause the )-involution defined on the quantized enveloping algebra
  ..U su n, 1 does not send root vectors into root vectors but into quiteq
long expressions in terms of these, so that their commutation relations are
rather complicated to compute.
We also want to observe that the main ingredients involved in the proof
 .of the classical results are the following two: 1 a criterion due to
Parthasarathy for the unitarizability of a highest weight module in terms of
 .its K-structure and 2 Jantzen's formula for the determinant of the
contravariant form defined on generalized Verma modules. These tools
cannot be used in the quantum context because, on the one hand, we do
not have an analogue of Jantzen's formula for the determinant of the
contravariant form and, on the other hand, we could not find a generaliza-
tion of Parthasarathy's criterion.
This paper is divided into six sections including the present introduc-
.tion and an appendix.
In Section 2 we define the quantized universal enveloping algebra
  ..   ..U s U su n, 1 , introducing a )-structure on U sl n q 1 which isq q
  ..the q-analogue of the )-algebra structure on U sl n q 1 induced by the
 .  .  w x.conjugation of su n, 1 in sl n q 1 see also MM1, SV . One problem
with this kind of study is the definition of the analogue of the maximal
compact subalgebra k; but in our case the choice of generators for the
compact subalgebra is quite obvious because the Dynkin diagram of k is a
subdiagram of the one of g. To define the quantum analogue of the
parabolic subalgebra q , we use the Lusztig construction of root vectors
associated to the reduced expression of the longest element w of the0
Weyl group of g together with some convexity properties of the induced
order on the set of positive roots. Note that this construction strongly
w xdepends on the fixed reduced expression of w . In Theorem 2.1, using L3 ,0
we obtain an explicit PBW basis of U and a decomposition of U as
U s Uy m U m Uq , where U is the compact subalgebra of U playingn c n c
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q  y.the role of k while U resp. U is the subalgebra playing the role of then n
 y.unipotent u resp. its opposite u such that the parabolic subalgebra q
of g is given by q s k [ u.
 .In Section 3 we define the generalized Verma module N l as the
U-module induced by the finite-dimensional irreducible U -module ofc
highest weight l and we give some simple properties of this module.
In Section 4 we prove, as it happens in the classical case, the irreducibil-
 . q  .ity of N l when l is D -dominant integral and l q r, a - 0 for everyc
 .noncompact positive root a Theorem 4.1 . Like the classical case the
 .proof is obtained by comparing the infinitesimal character of N l with
the ones of its U -isotypic components. To prove the local finiteness ofc
 .N l as a U -module, we need the explicit expression of commutationc
relations between root vectors of U. These relations are computed in the
 .Appendix. Note that in the classical setting the local finiteness of N l
 y.follows easily from the local finiteness of the algebra U u as a k-module.
In Section 5 we compute the explicit expression of the )-involution on
 .root vectors of U and we define the contravariant form on N l .
Section 6 contains the central result of this work, that is, Theorem 6.3,
 .where we study the unitarity of the generalized Verma module N l with
respect to the form defined in Section 5.
  ..2. THE ALGEBRA U su n, 1q
 .  .Let G, K be the hermitian symmetric pair with G s SU n, 1 and
  .  ..K s S U n = U 1 . We denote by g and k the Lie algebras of G0 0
and K and by g and k the complexifications of g and k so that g s0 0
 .  .sl n q 1, C and g s su n, 1 . Let h ; k be a compact Cartan sub-0 0 0
 .  .algebra of g and set h s h . The root system associated to g , h0 0 C
 4  4is the set D s e y e : 1 F i, j F n q 1, i / j where e is ani j i is1, . . . , n
 .orthonormal basis with respect to the form , induced on h* by the
 w x.Killing form see Hu .
 4We choose the set P s a s e y e : 1 F i F n as a set of simplei i iq1
roots for D and let Dq denote the set of positive roots corresponding to
our choice.
 .Let A denote the Cartan matrix of D, i.e., A s a , where a si j i j
 .  .2 a , a r a , a for i, j s 1, . . . , n. Let P denote the lattice of integrali j j j
weights and set Q s n Za to be the root lattice associated to A andis1 i
Qqs n Z a to be the positive root lattice. We introduce on P ais1 q i
partial ordering given by
l G m m l y m g Qq.
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w xWith the same terminology as in H we denote by D the set of compactc
roots and by D s D y D the noncompact ones. Remember that, byn c
 .definition, D is the root system of k , h . In our setting we have D sc c
 4   . 4e y e : 1 F i, j F n, i / j and D s " e y e : 1 F i F n .i j n i nq1
We define Q s  qZ a , Q s  qZ a , Qq s  qZ a ,n a g D c a g D n a g D qn c n
Qq s  qZ a .c a g D qc
 .Let U g denote the quantized enveloping algebra associated to theq
 .Cartan matrix A. This is the algebra over the field C q with generators
 .  .E , F i s 1, . . . , n , and K a g P satisfying the following relations:i i a
K K s K , K s 1, K E K s qa , a i.E ,a b aqb 0 a i ya i
K F K s qy a , a i.F ,a i ya i
K y Ky1i i 1yai jE , F s d , ad E E s 0, .i j i j ya i jy1 iq y q
1yai j 2.1 .ad F F s 0, i / j, .ya i ji
 .  .where ad u for a g Q and u g U g is defined in the Appendix and wea q
put K s K .i a i
 .It is well known that U g is a Hopf algebra with comultiplication D,q
w xantipode S, and counit « defined as in DP, Sect. 9 .
 .Let V be the C-algebra antihomomorphism of U g defined byq
V E s F , V F s E , V K s K , V q s qy1 . .  .  .  .i i i i a ya
q y 0  .We denote by U , U , and U the U g subalgebras generated by theq
 .  .E , F i s 1, . . . , n , and K a g P , respectively.i i a
 .To define the real form U g , we introduce a )-algebra structure onq 0
 .U g compatible with its Hopf algebra structure.q
 4  .  .Given q g R _ 0, " 1 , we consider the specialization U g of U g .q q
 .  .This is the C-algebra on generators E , F i s 1, . . . , n , and K a g Pi i a
 .and defining relations 2.1 where q is now a real number different from 0
w x  4and " 1 DK, 1.5 . For q g R _ 0, " 1 we define now the real form
 .   . .U s U g like the Hopf )-algebra U g , ) with ) defined byq 0 q
EU s F K for i s 1, . . . , n y 1, EU s yF K , KU s K ,i i a n n a a ai n
FU s V EU . 2.2 .  .i i
Let W denote the Weyl group associated to D and take a reduced
expression of the longest element of W, w s s ??? s , where s s s0 i i i a1 N i
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for i s 1, . . . , n. This choice for a reduced expression of w defines a con-0
q  4vex ordering on the set of positive roots D s b , . . . , b where b s1 N t
 . < q<s ??? s a and N s D .i i i1 ty1 t w xFor i s 1, . . . , n let T denote the automorphism of U defined in L1i
w xand S .
We can define the analogue of root vectors in U, writing for b g Dq:t
E s T ??? T E and F s V E . 2.3 . . .b i i a b bt 1 ty1 i t tt
We fix the following reduced expression of the longest element of W:
w s s s ??? s s ??? s ??? s ??? s ??? s s s 2.4 .0 n ny1 1 n 2 n i n ny1 n
and we note that the convex ordering induced on Dq is such that
e y e - e y e iff j ) k or j s k and i ) h; so that the first n roots ini j h k
Dq are the noncompact ones.
 .Using root vectors associated to the reduced expression 2.4 as above,
we want to define in U the analogue of the maximal compact subalgebra k
of g.
We define Uy , Uq , Uy , and Uq as the subalgebras of U generated byn n c c
 4  4  4  4the F , E , F , and E , respectively, and web is1, . . . , n b is1, . . . , n b i) n b i) ni i i i
set U s Uy m U 0 m Uq.c c c
w x w xFrom L1 and R4 follows immediately:
 .THEOREM 2.1. i The monomials
Ek n ??? Ek1 resp. F k1 ??? F k n .b b b bn 1 1 n
q  y.form a C-basis of U resp. U .n n
 .ii The monomials
F k nq 1 ??? F k N K Ek N ??? Ek nq 1 with l g Pb b l b bnq 1 N N nq1
form a C-basis of U .c
 .  .iii We ha¨e the following decomposition as a ¨ector space o¨er C :
U s Uy m U m Uq s Uy m Uy m U 0 m Uq m Uq . 2.5 .n c n n c c n
 . w x  .From 5.1 in LS and from relations 2.1 , it follows that U is ac
subalgebra of U. This subalgebra will play the role that the compact
maximal subalgebra k plays in the classical theory.
In the following we will use the notation:
N
k k k kN 1 1 NE s E ??? E and F s F ??? F with a s k b and k g N.a b b a b b t t tN 1 1 N
ts1
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 .3. THE MODULE N l
We want to define a class of U-modules analogous to that of generalized
Verma modules of classical Lie group representation theory.
With the same notation as above, we take l g h* and define the
character l of the algebra U 0 as
l K s qa , l. 3.1 .  .a
for every a g P.
We recall that if M is a U-module, the weight space corresponding to
the weight m is
M s ¨ g M : K ? ¨ s m K ¨ s qa , m .¨ ; a g P . . 4m a a
We call a vector ¨ in M primitive if it is nonzero, it belongs to a weight
space of M, and Uq? ¨ s 0.
q   .  .If l is D -dominant integral i.e., l g h*, l, a G 0, and l, a g Zc
q.  .for every a g D , we denote by V l the finite-dimensional irreduciblec
w xU -module of highest weight l as defined in L2 .c
Let us define the subalgebra Q of U to be the algebra generated by Uc
and Uq , and let B denote the one generated by U 0 and Uq. Fromn
Theorem 2.1 and Proposition A.1, it follows immediately that Q s U m Uqc n
and B s U 0 m Uq as vector spaces over C.
Let C be the one-dimensional representation of B that trivially ex-l
q  .tends the character l so that U acts by zero and consider V l as a
Q-module by letting Uq act by zero.n
We can now define
M l s U C , N l s U V l , .  .  .m ml
B Q
where U is a left U-module and a right B- or Q-module by multiplication.
 . w x w xM l is the Verma module of highest weight l as defined in L2 or R1
 .and we call N l the generalized Verma module of highest weight l.
The theory of Verma modules in the quantum case is quite analogous to
w xthe classical one for semisimple Lie algebras. So the results in Di, 7.1 are
 w x w x.also true in our context see L2 or R1 . In particular, we recall that,
0  .under the action of U , M l decomposes into the sum of weight spaces
 .qM with m s l y  n a . Moreover, M l has a unique irreduciblem a g D a
 .quotient L l , all its endomorphisms are scalar, and every simple U-mod-
ule which contains a vector ¨ of weight l such that Uq? ¨ s 0 is isomor-
 .phic to L l .
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 .From the decomposition 2.5 and the definition of Q, it follows that
y  .U s U m Q as a C-vector space and son
N l s Uy m V l s Uy U ¨ , 3.2 .  .  .n n c l
 .where we put ¨ s 1 m ¨ with ¨ the highest weight vector in V l . Notel l l
 .that for every a g P we have K ? ¨ s l K ¨ and so ¨ g N , where Na l a l l l l
 .is the weight space of N relative to l. For N s N l we have:
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. i N is a highest weight module generated by the
primiti¨ e ¨ector ¨ of weight l.l
 .ii N is the direct sum of finite-dimensional weight spaces N withm
m s l y n a with n g N. 3.3 . a a
qagD
Proof. From the above remarks it follows easily that N is generated by
 .  .the primitive vector ¨ of weight l. Recalling that V l s U ¨ , by 3.2l c l
and Theorem 2.1 we have
N s CF k1 ??? F k n F k nq 1 ??? F k N m ¨ .[  .b b b b l1 n nq1 N
k
 . k1 k NFrom relations 2.1 it is easy to show that CF ??? F m ¨ g N withb b l m1 N
 .m s l y  k b and so N s [ N with m as in 3.3 . In particular,1F iF N i i mm
 .  .we have m $ l and so we proved i . To show ii , we need only to observe,
with the same arguments as in the classical case, that N has finitem
dimension for every m in h*.
From Proposition 3.1 and the remarks above, it follows that N is a
 .  .quotient of the module M l . It is easy to show that N l has a unique
irreducible quotient that coincides with the unique irreducible quotient
 .  .L l of M l .
w x  .As in R2 we define the infinitesimal character x of M l as thelqr
 .   ..homomorphism of U defined by x z s l P z , where P is thelqr
projection on U 0 defined by
P s « m id m « : U s Uym U 0 m Uqª U 0 . 3.4 .
We recall that the infinitesimal character x gives the scalar action oflqr
 .the center of U on M l . We have that, for every l, m g h*,
x s x m l ; m , 3.5 .l m
 . 1where l ; m if there exist w g W such that l q r s w m q r .
1  . w xThe equivalence 3.5 is proved in R2 considering the slightly different definition of U
w xand using the analogue of the Killing form defined in T .
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 .From the above remarks on M l and N, it follows as in the classical
case:
PROPOSITION 3.2. The module N has infinitesimal character x .lqr
Because of Proposition 3.1 we can assign to the module N the formal
character:
ch N s dim N e m. . m
mgh*
 .To compute the formal character of N, we recall that the module V l
 .is the direct sum of its weight spaces V and so, by the decomposition 3.2n
and Theorem 2.1, it follows that
N s CF k1 ??? F k n m V ,[  .m b b n1 n
msbqn
where b s n k b .is1 i i
 .If we denote by P b the number of ways b can be written as a sum of
 q.positive noncompact roots Kostant partition function relative to D , wen
have
mch N s P b dim V e .  n
mgh* bqnsm
b ns P b e dim V e .  n / /q ngh*bgQn
and so
bch N s P b e ch V l . .  . /qbgQn
 .  .  .Now let N l denote the U g highest weight module defined in 2.1 of
w x  . w xEHW . From 4 of J1 we have
ch N s ch N l . 3.6 .  .
 .4. IRREDUCIBILITY OF N l
The main result of this section is the following theorem:
 .THEOREM 4.1. The module N l is irreducible if
l q r , a - 0 ;a g Dq . 4.1 .  .n
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Before proving Theorem 4.1 we need to show some other properties of
the module N.
PROPOSITION 4.2. N is locally finite as a U -module.c
 .Proof. From 3.2 and the definition of N, it is enough to prove that,
for every x g Uy ,n
U ? x s V U with V ; Uy and dim V - `. 4.2 .  .c x c x n x
 .Hence the proposition will be proved if we observe that from 4.2 it
 .follows that for every ¨ g V l we have
U x m ¨ s V m U ? ¨ ; V m V l . .  .  .c x c x
 .  .Because of Theorem 2.1 i in order to prove 4.2 we have to show that,
for a g Qq ,n
U F ; F U , 4.3 .c a g c
ggJa
 q 4where J s g g Q : a y g g Q . Note that the dimension of  CFa n c g g J ga
< <is finite because J - `; in fact, every noncompact root can be written asa
the difference between the maximal noncompact root and an element of
Q . Therefore, if g g J and a s n n b , it follows that g s n m bc a is1 i i is1 i i
n n < <with  m s  n and so J - `.is1 i is1 i a
 .Let us now prove 4.3 . From Proposition A.1 it follows that, for
i s 1, . . . , n,
n
XF ; F U with X g E , F , K : i ) n and h g P 4b b c b b hi j i i
js1
and also that, for a , b g Q ,c
n n
X X F ; X F U ; F U a b b a b c b ci j j /
js1 js1
 . qso that from the definition of U 4.3 follows when a g D wherec n
q  .J s D for every i s 1, . . . , n. From this we easily prove 4.3 for everyb ni
a g Qq if we note that Uy is generated by the F with a g Dq and wen n a n
observe that if a , b g Qq we haven
U F F ; F U F ; F F U ; F U .  c a b g c b g d c h c
ggJ ggJ , dgJ hgJa a b aqb
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Now we can prove the following:
PROPOSITION 4.3. N is completely reducible as a U -module.c
 .Proof. Let U k denote the quantized enveloping algebra associated toq
the principal submatrix of dimension n y 1 of the Cartan matrix A, that
 .is, the matrix a . This algebra is a subalgebra of U andi j i, js1, . . . , ny1
 . "1moreover the algebra U is generated by U k and K .c q n
First observe that from Proposition 4.2 we know that N is locally finite
 . w x  .also as a U k -module and so, from R2, p. 463 , we have that U k ? ¨ is aq q
 .completely reducible U k -module for every ¨ g N; hence we can writeq
U k ? ¨ s V , . [q i
i
 .where the V are irreducible U k -modules. Thus N decomposes into ai q
 .direct sum of irreducible U k -modules W .q i
To complete the proof, it suffices to find a decomposition of N into
 . 0irreducible U k -modules invariant for the action of U so that theseq
modules are also irreducible under the action of U . Let us now considerc
 q 4the set U s w g N: U ? w s 0 that contains all the highest weights ofc
 . 0the irreducible U k -submodules of N. It is clear that U is U -stable andq
so because of Proposition 3.1 we can find a basis of U of eigenvectors for
the action of U 0. To the choice of this basis there corresponds a decompo-
 .sition of N into irreducible U k -modules with vectors of the fixed basisq
as highest weights; these modules are clearly U 0-invariant because their
highest weight vector is an eigenvector of U 0. So the proposition is proved.
We need the following result about Dq highest weights in N:c
LEMMA 4.4. The highest weights of the irreducible U -submodules of N arec
of the following kind:
m s l y n a with n g N. 4.4 . a a
qagD n
Proof. We define a graduation of N given by
jj yN s U m V l , . .n
 y. j  4where U is the direct sum of the F ??? F with i , . . . , i g 1, . . . , n .n b b 1 ji i1 j
 . j jSo from 3.2 we have N s [ N , where N is a finite-dimensionaljG 0
U -module because of Proposition A.1.c
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 y. j 0Let us now consider U as a U -module under the adjoint action andn
 y. jlet f , . . . , f be a basis of U such that f is a vector of weight m and,1 d n k k
if h G k, m is not smaller than m , where we put m G g iff m y g g Qq.h k c
 .  .  .From relations A.6 , A.8 , and A.11 , it follows easily that
Uqf g f Uq q f Uq U0 q U 0 .c k k c i c
i)k
 .and thus, if we define W s U  f m ¨ , we havek c iG k i l
Uq f m ¨ g W . .c k l kq1
Moreover, observe that
N j s W s U f m ¨1 c i l /
iG1
and that
W > W > ??? > W .1 2 d
Therefore we have that W rW is either zero or a finite-dimensionalk kq1
U -module of highest weight l q m generated by the primitive vectorc k
 y. jf m ¨ and so it is irreducible. If we now observe that weights m of Uk l k n
can be written as  qn a , from the complete reducibility of N anda g D an
therefore of N j, it follows that the highest weights of the irreducible
j  .U -submodules of N are as in 4.4 and this completes the proof of thec
lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let M be a nontrivial submodule of N. From
the complete reducibility of N, we have that M s [ V where the V 'si iig I
are irreducible U -modules. Because of Lemma 4.4 the highest weights ofc
 . the V 's are as in 4.4 and moreover the weights of M are bounded ati
.least by l . Therefore it is easy to show that it is possible to choose a
vector m in M of weight m such that Uq? m s 0.
From Proposition 3.2 we know that N has infinitesimal character x ,lqr
but from what we have just observed we know that the center of U acts on
 .m through x and so x s x . Because of 3.5 we have that l ; mmqr lqr mqr
5 5 2 5 5 2  .  .and so m q r s l q r . From 4.1 and 4.4 we have that
5 5q q n a s 0 and therefore  n a s 0. So l s m, then M s Na g D a a g D an n
and the theorem is proved.
5. UNITARIZABLE MODULES
 .In Section 2 we introduced a )-algebra structure on U g to define theq
 .real form U s U g ; this )-algebra structure was defined on generatorsq 0
 .by 2.2 . Now we want to give the explicit expression of the antiautomor-
 .phism ) for all root vectors defined in 2.3 .
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PROPOSITION 5.1. In the algebra U we ha¨e that
jyi
hdU jyiyh 2j , nE s y1 q 1 y q F ??? .  . e ye e yei jq1 k jq1h
hs0 i-k - ??? -k -jq11 h
?F F K ,e ye e ye e yek k i k i jq11 2 1
jyi
hdU y jyiyh. y2j , nF s y1 q 1 y q K .  .e ye ye qei jq1 i jq1
hs0
? E E ??? E . 5.1 . e ye e ye e yei k k k k jq11 1 2 h
i-k - ???1
-k -jq1h
 .Proof. We prove the first of 5.1 by induction on j q 1 y i. Note that
 .  .the first step of induction i.e., j s i follows from 2.2 .
 .  .From A.3 and 2.2 we have that
EU s yad E E . .e ye e ye e ye ii jq1 iq1 jq1 iq1 jq1
s yF K EU q qy1EU F K .i i e ye e ye i iiq1 jq1 iq1 jq1
U  .If we use the induction hypothesis on E together with A.5 , ite yeiq1 jq1
follows that
jyiy1
hdU jyiyh 2j , nE s y1 q 1 y q .  .e yei jq1
hs0
? F ??? ? F F K e ye e ye e ye e yek jq1 k k i k i jq1h 1 2 1
i-iq1-k - ??? -k -jq11 h
jyiy1
hq1d jyiyhq1. 2j , nq y1 q 1 y q .  .
hs0
? F y e ??? F ? F F K . e jq1 e ye e ye e ye e yek k k iq1 k i iq1 i jq1h 1 2 1
i-iq1-k - ???1
-k -jq1h
If we now observe that the first sum is over all partitions i - t - ??? -1
w xt - j q 1 of i, j q 1 with t / i q 1 while the second is over partitionss 1
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w xwith t s i q 1, it follows that the sum is over all partitions of i, j q 11
 .and so the first of 5.1 is proved.
 .The proof of the second of 5.1 is completely analogous.
If we now consider that the ) we defined above is only a natural
generalization of ys where s is the conjugation of g with respect to g ,0
it is natural to give the following definition:
DEFINITION 5.2. We say that a U-module V is unitary if there exists a
 .sesquilinear positive form , such that
x ? ¨ , w s ¨ , x* ? w ; x g U and ;¨ , w g V . .  .
A form satisfying the relation above is called contravariant.
We want to determine for which values of the parameter l the module
 .N l defined in Section 3 is unitary.
 .Let us start by defining a sesquilinear form , on the Verma module
 .  .  .M l . Recalling the definition of M l given in Section 3, we define ,
by setting:
x m 1, y m 1 s l P x*y ; x , y g U , 5.2 .  .  . .
0  .where P is the projection on U defined in 3.4 .
From the definition it follows immediately that this form is contravari-
ant.
Let us observe that the form just defined is the natural generalization of
w xthe form defined in Sh .
The proof of the following results is analogous to the classical one see
w x.J, p. 20 .
 .PROPOSITION 5.3. The radical of , is the maximal submodule of
 .M l .
 .PROPOSITION 5.4. There exists a unique up to a constant contra¨ariant
 .  .  .sesquilinear form on M l , N l , and L l .
From what we have seen in Section 3 and from Proposition 5.3, it
 .  .  .follows that the form defined in 5.2 induces a form on N l and L l .
 .We will denote this form on any of these modules by , .
 .We have now defined a contravariant form on N l and so, for Defini-
tion 5.2, if we want to study the unitarity of this module we have to
determine for which values of the parameter l this form is positive.
Let us now consider l g h* Dq-dominant integral. Because of ourc
 .assumption on g , k we have that k has a one-dimensional center and so
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we can write:
l s l q zl , 5.3 .0 1
q  .where z g C, l is a D -dominant weight such that l , a s 0 and0 c 0 n
 .  . q  .l , a s l, a ; a g D , and l is a weight such that l , a s 1. So0 c 1 1 n
 . q  .we have that l , a s 0 ; a g D and z s l, a .1 c n
 .From the contravariance of the form defined in 5.2 , it follows immedi-
 .ately that a necessary condition for the module N l to be unitary is that
qa , l. g R for every a in P. Thus if we put z s z q iz with z g R, then1 2 i
q i z2a , l1. s "1 for every a in P and moreover q z g R. Hence we can
write
l K s d a l K , .  .  .a a
i z a , l .2 1 .where we put l s l q z l and d a s q s "1 for every a in P,0 1 1
 4so d : P ª "1 .
DEFINITION 5.5. Let us consider l s l q zl with z g R and the0 1
 .same notation as in 5.3 . We call a the first reduction point if it is the
 .smallest real number with N l q al reducible.0 1
From the definition of l we have that K E K s E if a g Dq ,1 l a yl a c1 1
K E K s qE if a g Dq , and the analogous relations for the F .l a yl a n a1 1
 y. j  y. jSo if F g U , where U is defined in Lemma 4.4, we have thata n n
yj l1, l.  .K F K s q F and K ? ¨ s q ¨ if ¨ g V l .l a yl a l1 1 1
Remark 5.6. Let N be defined as in Lemma 4.4. Using the contravari-j
ance of the form and the action of K , it is easy to prove that N isl j1
 .orthogonal to N with respect to the form , when j / k.k
 .6. RESULTS ON UNITARITY OF THE MODULE N l
 .In this section we want to study the unitarity of the module N s N l
 .defined in Section 3. With the same notation as in 5.3 , we write
l s l q zl .0 1
We will use the following decomposition of U obtained from Theo-
rem 2.1:
U s U [ Uy U q U Uq . .c n n
Let Q denote the projection of U over U and let us define for x g Uc
def .  .  .and ¨ g V l the operator t x ¨ s Q x ? ¨ and the following form onl
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 .V l :
def :¨ , w s w ¨ , w w ; ¨ , w g V l , 6.1 .  .  .  . .
 .  .where w : V l ª N is given by w ¨ s 1 m ¨ . This form is contravariant
w xand so from Proposition 5.4 and R3, I.2 , it is equal, up to a constant, to a
 :positive contravariant form; so it is positive definite because ¨ , ¨ s 1.l l
As we observed in Section 5, to prove the unitarity of the module N, we
 .need to show that the form defined in 5.2 is positive definite on N. We
will need the following lemma:
 .LEMMA 6.1. The form , is positi¨ e semidefinite on N if and only if the
 .  . yoperator t y*y is positi¨ e semidefinite on V l for e¨ery y g U .l n
Proof. Note that from the definition of w we have that, for x g U andc
¨ g V,
xw ¨ s x 1 m ¨ s 1 m x ? ¨ s w x ? ¨ . .  .  .
 .  .If we now recall the definition 5.2 of the form , and we note that
q  y. q  y .the morphism ) sends U resp. U in U U resp. in U U , it followsn n n n
 .from 6.1 that, if ¨ , w g V and x, y g U,
xw ¨ , yw w s Q y*x w ¨ , w w s w Q y*x ¨ , w w .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .
 :s Q y*x ¨ , w . .
 . From this equality we obtain that the form , is positive definite resp.
.  . semidefinite on N if the operator t y*y is positive definite resp.l
.  .semidefinite on V s V l for every y g U.
To complete the proof of the lemma, we have to show that the operator
 .t y*y is positive semidefinite for every y g U if and only if it is positivel
semidefinite for every y g Uy.n
 .  .We first observe that the operator Q verifies xQ y s Q xy and
 .  .Q y x s Q yx for x g U and y g U.c
From these two equalities and using the definition of t , we have that, ifl
x g U and y g U,c
t yx *yx s t x* t y*y t x . .  .  .  . .l l l l
If we now observe that, for x g U and ¨ , w g V,c
 :  : :  :t x* ¨ , w s x*¨ , w s ¨ , xw s ¨ , t x w .  .l l
 .  .  .we have that t x* s t x * where we denote by t x * the adjointl l l
 .operator of t x .l
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From the above it follows that
t yx *yx s t x *t y*y t x . .  .  .  . .l l l l
Recalling that U s Uy U Uq and that Uq acts trivially on V, we cann c n n
 .conclude that t y*y is positive semidefinite if and only if it is positivel
ysemidefinite for every y g U and so the lemma is proved.n
Remark 6.2. With an easy calculation, using the fact that K com-l1
 .  y. kmutes with U , we can prove that t x*y s 0 when x g U andc l n
 y. jy g U with j / k.n
Letting a be the first reduction point introduced in Definition 5.5, we
can now state the main result about the unitarity of N. We will use the
 .same notation as in 5.3 :
THEOREM 6.3. Let z g R, q ) 1, and a be the first reduction point. We
ha¨e:
 .i N is unitary if and only if z - a;
 .  .ii L l is unitary for z s a;
 .iii a s 0.
Proof. Let us start by proving that N is unitary when z - a. From what
 .we observed until now, it is enough to show that, for z - a, the form ,
 .defined in 5.2 is positive definite.
First we note that for z < 0 the parameter l verifies the assumptions of
Theorem 4.1 and so the module N is irreducible; thus N coincides with
 .  .L l and so for Proposition 5.3 the form , is nondegenerate on N.
Therefore, to prove unitarity, it is enough to show that the form is positive
semidefinite. With the same arguments it follows that if z - a the form is
nondegenerate on N and so if it is positive semidefinite for every z < 0, it
keeps the same sign for every z - a.
 .Let us now prove that the form , is positive semidefinite for z < 0
and so from the arguments above it will be proved that N is unitary when
z - a.
Because of Lemma 6.1 we have to prove that for z < 0 the operator
 . y yt y*y is positive semidefinite for every y g U . Recalling that U sl n n
 y. j[ U and Remark 6.2, we have to show that, for z < 0,njG 0
jy :t y*y ¨ , ¨ G 0 ; y g U and ¨ g V . 6.2 .  . .l n
 4We will prove that for every i , . . . , i , r , . . . , r g 1, . . . , n we have1 j 1 j
jy1
U
j tt F ??? F F ??? F s AZ q A Z 6.3 . /l b b b b t /i i r r1 j 1 j
ts0
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  ..with A, A g End V l , Z 4 0 if z < 0 and moreover A / 0 if andt 0
 .  .only if b , . . . , b s b , . . . , b ; under these conditions A is positivei i r r1 j 1 1
definite and acts diagonally on V.
 .  .Inequality 6.2 will follow immediately from 6.3 and the definition of
 y. jU given in Lemma 4.4.n
U  .  .Recalling the definition of F and relations A.7 and A.8 , we canb i1
prove by an easy induction that when 1 F s F j we have
U U U b , b .i r1 sF F y q F F s F , F 6.4 .b b b b b bi r r i i r q1 s s 1 1 s
with
i y11
UF , F s y C Kb b h ybi r iq1 s 1
hs0
? E , F E ??? E e ye b e ye e yenq 1y i k r k k k nq1 1 1 s 1 2 h
nq1yi -k - ???1 1
-k -nq1h
h
pq q F E ? E ??? E K e ye e ye e ye e ye e ye nq 1y r k nq1y i k k k k k k nq1s hq1yp 1 1 1 2 hyp hq1yp hq1yp
ps1
q E , F ? E ???E K ,e ye e ye e ye e ye e ye /nq 1y i k nq1y r k k k k k k nq1 51 1 s hq1yp 1 2 hyp hq1yp hq1yp
y i1y1 yh. y2 .hwhere C s q 1 y q and in the last summand we puth
E s 1 for h s p.e yek k0 1
 .  .Now we can prove 6.3 by induction on j and so half of i will follow.
If j s 1, from Definition 6.1 and from the contravariance of the form
 .  .U ., , it follows that t F F s 0 if i / r . Now if i s r s i, froml b b 1 1 1 1i r1 1
the definition of t and Proposition 5.1, we havel
U
t F F . .l b bi i
iy1
sy C K Q E ??? E F . . h yb e ye e ye e yei nq1y i k k nq1 nq1y i nq11 h
hs0 nq1yi-k - ???1
-k -nq1h
6.5 .
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 .  .If we now use A.7 and A.8 , it is easy to prove by induction on h that
Q E ??? E F .e ye e ye e yenq 1y i k k nq1 nq1y i nq11 h
h
hy ts q Q E F E ??? E K . e ye e ye e ye e ye e yenq 1y i k nq1y i k k k k k k nq11 tq1 1 2 t tq1 tq1
ts1
q q hQ E F K , 6.6 . .e ye e ye e yenq 1y i k nq1y i k k nq11 1 1
where we put K s 1 and k s n q 1 if t ) h.0 t
 .U .We want to find the elements in the expression of t F F whichl b bi i
 .   ..depend on z. Since the elements of U k act as operators of End V lq 0
and so they are independent on z, we need only to determine those terms
in which K "1 appears.n
 .  .From 6.6 it follows that when h / 0 in 6.5 we have
K Q E ??? E F g End V l . . .yb e ye e ye e ye 0i nq1y i k k nq1 nq1y i nq11 h
while, for h s 0,
K y Kb ybi iK Q E F s K .yb e ye e ye yb y1i nq1y i nq1 nq1y i nq1 i q y q
 .so 6.5 becomes
K y KU b ybi iyiq1t F F s yq K q C , 6.7 . . .l b b yb y1i i i q y q
  ..where C g End V l .0
 .  .Note that we can write b s cl q b with l as in 5.3 , b , l s 0,i 1 i 1 i 1
y1 .and so c s l , l . Thus we have K s K K with K g1 1 b b cl bi i 1 i
  ..  . qEnd V l . An element of V s V l can be written as F w with a g Q0 a l c
and w a highest weight vector of V. We havel
zqcl , l .1 0K F w s K K F w s K F K w s q K F w .b a l b cl a l b a cl l b a li i 1 i 1 i
 .Relation 6.7 thus becomes
yiq1y2 cl , l . y2 z1 0q q KU y2 b it F F s q C s AZ q C .l b b y1i i q y q
yiq1y2 cl , l . y1 y2 z1 0  ..  .with A, C g End V l , A s q K r q y q , Z s q ,0 y2 b i
and A a diagonal operator which is positive definite because q ) 1. So we
 .proved 6.3 for j s 1.
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 .Now suppose that 6.3 is true for j y 1 and let us prove it for j. We can
suppose that b F b , that is, n q 1 y r F n q 1 y i , and, as b Fi r 1 1 r1 1 1
??? F b , we also have that n q 1 y r F n q 1 y i for every s s 1, . . . , j.r s 1j U q  .Recalling that F g U U and using 6.4 , it follows thatb ni1
U
t F ??? F F ??? F /l b b b b /i i r r1 j 1 j
j
U
Udss q t F ??? F F ??? F F F ??? F , 6.8 .  /l b b b b b b b /i i r i r r rq2 j 1 1 s sq1 j
ss1
 .where we put d s b , b q ??? qb .s i r r1 1 sy1
Let us now consider the two cases:
 .1 n q 1 y r - n q 1 y i ;s 1
 .2 n q 1 y r s n q 1 y i .s 1
 .  .  .  .  .1 Using relations A.5 , A.7 , A.8 , and 2.1 , we prove that
UF , F F ??? F g F ??? F U k .b b b b b b qi r r r r rq1 s sq1 j sq1 j
and so
U
Ut F ??? F F ??? F F F ??? F /l b b b b b b b /i i r i r r rq2 j 1 1 s sq1 j
U
s t F ??? F F ??? F F ??? F C /l b b b b b b /i i r r r r2 j 1 sy1 sq1 j
  ..with C g End V l . Therefore, using the induction hypothesis, the terms0
 .of 6.8 with n q 1 y r - n q 1 y i have at most degree j y 1 in Z.s 1
 .2 Now let us consider the case i s r . We put in the expression of1 s
w U xF , F :b b qi r1 s
a s E , F E ??? E , . e ye b e ye e yenq 1y i k i k k k nq11 1 1 1 2 h
b s F E ??? E K , . e ye e ye e ye e yenq 1y i k nq1y i k k k k nq11 hq1yp 1 1 hyp hq1yp hq1yp
g s E , F E ??? E K . . e ye e ye e ye e ye e yenq 1y i k nq1y i k k k k k k nq11 1 1 hq1yp 1 2 hyp hq1yp hq1yp
w U x  .  .To study the term F , F F ??? F in 6.8 , we compute a Fb b q b b bi r r r r1 s sq1 j sq1
 .  .??? F , b F ??? F , and g F ??? F .b b b b br r r r rj sq1 j sq1 j
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 .If h s 0, from 2.1 it follows that
a F ??? F s E , F F ??? F . b b b b b br r i i r rsq1 j 1 1 sq1 j
qy b i1 , b
s.K y q b i1 , b s.Kb ybi i1 1s F ??? F 6.9 .b b y1r rsq1 j q y q
with b s s b q ??? qb .r rsq 1 j
 .If h / 0, using Proposition A.1 and relations 2.1 , we can prove by
induction on j y s that
a F ??? F s yqK F F ??? F E ??? E . b b e qe e ye b b e ye e yer r nq1y i k k nq1 r r k k k nq1sq1 j 1 1 1 sq1 j 1 2 h
j
2ya yjqtty q K F F ??? F e qe e ye b bnq 1y i k k nq1 r r1 1 1 sq1 ty1
tssq1
?F ??? E F K ,b e ye e ye e yer k k nq1y r k k nq1tq1 hy1 h sq1 h h
< 4 <where a s p: t q 1 F p F j and r s r .t p sq1
It follows that, for h / 0,
jysy qK a F ??? F g U U k q U U . 6.10 .  .  . .yb b b n q ni r r1 sq1 j
 .  .  .  .Using relations A.5 , A.8 , A.11 , and 2.1 , we show that for p s
1, . . . , h we have
jysyK b F ??? F g U U k 6.11 .  .  . .yb b b n qi r r1 sq1 j
and
jysyK g F ??? F g U U k . 6.12 .  .  . .yb b b n qi r r1 sq1 j
 .  .  .  .  .If we now recall case 1 together with 6.9 , 6.10 , 6.11 , and 6.12 , it is
w U xclear that all terms in the expression of F , F give a contribution inb b qi r1 s .  .relation 6.8 of degree at most j y 1 in Z except for the term a for
  ..  .h s 0 see 6.9 . Therefore, if we also consider that the elements of U kq
  ..act as elements in End V l , it follows that0
U
t F ??? F F ??? F /l b b b b /i i r r1 j 1 j
U
d yi q1s 1s q t F ??? F F ??? F F ??? F  /l b b b b b b /i i r r r r2 j 1 sy1 sq1 j
r sis 1
ss1, . . . , j
qy b i1 , b
s.K y q b i1 , b s.Kb ybi i1 1? yKyb y1i1 /q y q
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q terms of degree at most j y 1 in Z
s  .  .with d and b defined respectively as in 6.8 and 6.9 .s
 .Recalling what we observed about 6.7 , we obtain, with the same
notation, that
U
t F ??? F F ??? F /l b b b b /i i r r1 j 1 j
U
d yi q1s 1s q t F ??? F F ??? F F ??? F  /l b b b b b b /i i r r r r2 j 1 sy1 sq1 j
r sis 1
ss1, . . . , j
y b , b s.  b , b s.y2 cl , l .y2 zi i 1 01 1yq q q Ky2 b i? y1 /q y q
q terms of degree at most j y 1 in Z
U
s t F ??? F F ??? F F ??? F AZ q C .  /l b b b b b b /i i r r r r2 j 1 sy1 sq1 j
r sis 1
ss1, . . . , j
q terms of degree at most j y 1 in Z,
where we put
 b , b s.y2 cl , l .i 1 01q Ky2 b id yi q1s 1A s q y1q y q
and
qy b i1 , b
s.
d yi q1s 1C s q .y1q y q
  ..If we now use induction and consider that A g End V l acts diagonally0
 .  .as a positive constant, the proof of 6.3 is completed and so half of i
follows.
 .Let us now prove ii . First observe that, for what we proved above, the
 .contravariant form defined in 5.2 is positive definite on N for z - a, so
we must have that this form is positive semidefinite for z s a and so,
 .  .because of Proposition 5.3, L l is unitary for z s a, that is, ii .
 .To prove iii , we start by showing that if z ) 0 then N is not unitary
 .and so from what we proved in i and from the definition of a it will
follow that a F 0.
Because of Proposition 5.4 it is enough to show that the form defined in
 .5.2 is not positive on N when z ) 0. If we note that this form is positive
on ¨ for every z, it is enough to find a vector in N for which the form isl
negative when z ) 0.
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 .  .From 2.1 and 2.2 we have
F ¨ , F ¨ s l P FUF s yl P K E F .  .  . .  .b l b l b b yb b b1 1 1 1 1 1 1
K y Kb yb1 1s yl P Kyb y11 / /q y q
q b1 , l. y qy b1 , l. q z y qyz
y b , l. yz1s yq s yqy1 y1q y q q y q
and so, recalling that q ) 1, we have for z ) 0 that
F ¨ , F ¨ - 0. .b l b l1 1
So we have proved that N is not unitary for z ) 0 and thus that a F 0.
 .  .  .Now let N l denote the U g -highest weight module defined in 2.1 of
w x  .EHW and let L l denote its irreducible quotient. From Proposition
. w x  .3.1b and Theorem 7.4 of EHW , we know that, if z - 0, N l is
 .  . w xirreducible and unitary and so N l s L l . Because of 4.5.2 of Jo and
w x  .  .  .8.1 of Dr , we know that ch L l s ch L l . Now, using 3.6 , it follows
 .  .that ch N l s ch L l if z - 0. Thus we have that N is irreducible when
 .z - 0 and so that a s 0. This completes the proof of iii . To complete the
 .proof of i , we need to show that N is not unitary when z G a, but this
 .follows from what we proved in iii .
Remark 6.4. We want to show that Theorem 6.3 is true for every z
such that q z g R if we put condition z - a instead of z - a, where1
z s z q iz .1 2
With the notation introduced in Section 5, let C denote the one-dimen-d
sional representation of U such that U 0 acts through d and U " acts
 .  .  .trivially. It is easy to prove that M l s M l m C . Recalling that N ld
 .  .is a quotient of M l and that it has only one irreducible quotient L l , it
 .  .follows immediately that N l is irreducible if and only if N l is
 .irreducible. To study the unitarity of N l with l s l q zl and z s0 1
z q iz , using what we observed at the beginning of the proof of Theorem1 2
 .6.3, we need to prove that the form defined in 5.2 is positive semidefinite
for z < 0; but this follows easily from the proof given with z g R if we1
observe that all computations depend on q2 z and that q2 z1qi z2 . s q2 z1.
From these remarks the assertion follows.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we give all relations between root vectors of U, defined
 .  .in 2.3 , associated to the reduced expression 2.4 of the longest element
 .of the Weyl group of g s sl n q 1 . We introduce some additional
w x  .notation as in BM . For a g Q and u g U, we denote by ad u thea
 . .  . .linear map on U defined by ad u ¨ s u¨ y Ad K ¨ u, wherea a
 . . y1Ad K ¨ s K ¨K .a a a
 .  w x.The map ad u is a twisted derivation see DP , that is,a
ad u ¨w s ad u ¨ w q Ad K ¨ ad u w . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .a a a a
We will also use the following notation:
T  i. s T T ??? T , s i. s s s ??? sn ny1 i n ny1 i
 . 1. 2. ny1. n.so that 2.4 becomes w s s s ??? s s .0
 .By the definition 2.3 and noting that b s a s e y e , b s1 n n nq1 2
 .s a s e y e , etc., it follows thatn ny1 ny1 nq1
E s E s T 1. ??? T nyk . E , .k e ye nk kq1
E s T 1. ??? T nyk .T  iqnykq1. E , A.1 .  .e ye iqnyki kq1
 w x.where E s E s E see DP, p. 45 .e ye a kk kq1 k
PROPOSITION A.1. We ha¨e the following relations when e y e - e y e ,i j h k
that is, j ) k or j s k and i ) h.
Between positi¨ e roots:
ad E E s q y qy1 E E , h - i - k - j, . . .e ye e ye e ye e ye e yei j i j h k i k h j
A.2 .
ad E E s yd E , otherwise. A.3 . . .e ye e ye e ye ik e yei j i j h k h j
Between negati¨ e roots:
ad F F s q y qy1 F F , h - i - k - j, . . .e ye e ye e ye e ye e yei j i j h k h j i k
A.4 .
ad F F s yd F , otherwise. A.5 . .  .e ye e ye e ye ik e yeh k h k i j h j
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Between positi¨ e and negati¨ e roots:
y1E , F s y q y q F E K , h - i - k - j, .e ye e ye e ye e ye e yei j h k h i k j i k
A.6 .
E , F s qF K , h - i - k s j,e ye e ye e ye e yei j h j h i i j
A.7 .
y1E , F s yd q E K , otherwise. A.8 .e ye e ye ih e ye e yei j h k k j i k
  ..Proof. We prove Proposition A.1 in U sl n q 1 , that is, when q is aq
parameter.
 .  . w xWe start by proving A.3 . From 9.3.2 of DP it follows that when
e y e - e y e we havei j h k
ad E E s c E , . . e ye e ye e ye a ai j i j h k
ase qe ye yei h j k
where the sum is over all a g Qq that are combinations of roots between
e y e and e y e in the order induced by the fixed reduced expression ofi j h k
w . It is easy to show that when j s k or k - i - j or i F h - k - j there0
 .are no a verifying the above conditions and so A.3 follows when i / k.
 .Let us now prove A.3 , for i s k, by induction over i y h. When i y h s 1
we have to show that
E E y qy1E E s yE .e ye e ye e ye e ye e yei j iy1 i iy1 i i j iy1 j
w xUsing DP, p. 45 , we note that
T ??? T T nyjq3. ??? T nyiq1. E s E .iqnyjq1 nyjq2 n iqnyj
nyjq3. nyiq1. .because s ??? s s ??? s a s a .iqnyjq1 nyjq2 n iqnyj
 .From relations A.1 and the remarks above, we have
E E y qy1E Ee ye e ye e ye e yei j iy1 i iy1 i i j
s T 1. ??? T nyjq1.T  iqnyjq2. E E iqnyjq1 iqnyj
yqy1E E .iqnyj iqnyjq1
s T 1. ??? T nyjq1.T  iqnyjq2. yT E . .iqnyjq1 iqnyj
s yT 1. ??? T  iqnyjq1. E s yE . .iqnyj e yeiy1 j
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 .That is the first step of induction. Now suppose that A.3 is true for
 .i y h y 1. Using the induction hypothesis and A.3 , for i / k it follows
that
ad E E . .e ye e ye e yei j i j h i
s ad E yad E E .  . .  .e ye e ye e ye e ye e yei j i j iy1 i iy1 i h iy1
s yad E E E . .e ye e ye e ye e yei j i j iy1 i h iy1
q qy1Ad K E ad E E .  . .  .e ye e ye e ye e ye e yei j h iy1 i j i j iy1 i
s yE E q qy1E Ee ye e ye e ye e yeiy1 j h iy1 h iy1 iy1 j
s yad E E s yE . . .e ye e ye e ye e yeiy1 j iy1 j h iy1 h j
 .  .  .So we complete the proof of A.3 . Relation A.2 follows from A.3
writing
E s yE E q qy1E E .e ye e ye e ye e ye e yeh k i k h i h i i k
 .  .  .We do not need to prove A.4 and A.5 because they follow from A.2
 .and A.3 applying the antiautomorphism V defined in Section 2.
 .Let us now prove A.8 by induction on k y h. We prove the first step of
induction when i - h - k - j. The proofs of this step when i s h or when
i ) k are analogues to the following one. So let k y h s 1 and observe
w xthat from DP, p. 45 we have
T ??? T T nyjq2. ??? T nyk . F s F .iqnyj nyjq1 n kqnyjq1
 .  .and so from relations A.1 and 2.1 it follows that
E , Fe ye e yei jq1 k kq1
s T 1. ??? T nyj.T  iqnyjq1. E F y F E s 0 .iqnyj kqnyjq1 kqnyjq1 iqnyj
and this proves the first step of induction. Easy computations prove
 .relation A.8 for k y h supposing that it is true for k y h y 1, using
 .relation A.5 and writing
F s yF F q qF F .e ye e ye e ye e ye e yeh k h ky1 ky1 k ky1 k h ky1
 .  .  .  .Relation A.6 is proved using A.5 and A.8 , while relation A.7 is
 .  .proved in an analogous way also using relations A.5 and A.8 and the
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fact that
K y Ke ye ye qei j i jE , F s .e ye e ye y1i j i j q y q
The proof of Proposition A.1 is therefore completed.
Remark A.2. Note that applying the antiautomorphism V defined in
 .  .  .Section 2 to relations A.6 , A.7 , and A.8 , we obtain the following
relations between root vectors E and F such that a ) b :a b
y1E , F s q y q K F E , h - i - k - j, .e ye e ye ye qe e ye e yeh k i j i k k j h i
A.9 .
y1E , F s q K E , h - i - k s j,e ye e ye ye qe e yeh j i j i j h i
A.10 .
E , F s yd qK F , otherwise. A.11 .e ye e ye ih ye qe e yeh k i j i k k j
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